Protein ligation: an enabling technology for the biophysical analysis of proteins.
Biophysical techniques such as fluorescence spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provide a window into the inner workings of proteins. These approaches make use of probes that can either be naturally present within the protein or introduced through a labeling procedure. In general, the more control one has over the type, location and number of probes in a protein, then the more information one can extract from a given biophysical analysis. Recently, two related approaches have emerged that allow proteins to be labeled with a broad range of physical probes. Expressed protein ligation (EPL) and protein trans-splicing (PTS) are both intein-based approaches that permit the assembly of a protein from smaller synthetic and/or recombinant pieces. Here we provide some guidelines for the use of EPL and PTS, and highlight how the dovetailing of these new protein chemistry methods with standard biophysical techniques has improved our ability to interrogate protein function, structure and folding.